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Insurers constantly assess their business to understand and enhance competitiveness but unfortunately evaluating the 
investment portfolio can sometimes be difficult. Conning’s peer analysis tool offers insight into competitors’ investment 
strategies, a process that can help insurers add value to their portfolios. 

Each insurer needs to develop an investment strategy that meets its unique needs while staying within its risk tolerance. 
Insurers that are similar in size, market share and offerings may in fact have - and need - quite different investment profiles. 
The goal of a peer analysis is not to mimic a competitor’s strategies, but rather to inform clients about industry and competi-
tor trends to help identify best practices, allowing a high degree of care when determining a tailored strategy.

Figure 1 - Case Study Peer Analysis: Asset Allocation Comparison

©2024 Conning, Inc. For illustrative purposes only, and does not reflect any investors’ actual portfolio.

A Comprehensive Investment Review 

A peer analysis compares an insurer’s key financial metrics, ratios, and indicators against those of similar companies in the 
same sector. Comprehensive peer analysis reports encompass crucial information regarding a client’s investment portfolio 
as well as financial, underwriting, and operational aspects. This tool provides an overview of an insurer’s current state and 
recent trends while calling attention to the state of peers and competitors.  

Peer analysis provides an initial benchmark for assessing a company’s financial and investment performance. The peer 
analysis is not simply an academic exercise, but rather a key part of our strategic asset allocation (SAA) work. However, peer 
analysis can be discussed as a stand-alone item, in which case Conning can dedicate a presentation solely to highlighting 
the findings.  
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Some areas of our peer analysis focus include current views and trends of:  

Case Study: Data-Driven Evaluations  

The best way to illustrate the impact of a peer analysis is by drawing from one of the many of Conning’s experiences. In the analy-
sis below, the “Target Company” in the accompanying graphics is a diversified commercial lines writer operating across the U.S. 

Figure 1 highlights the Target Company’s noticeably lower allocation to A-AAA bonds versus peer groups. The Target Company’s 
allocation to common stock is higher than the other comparison groups and on par with Peer Group 2’s average. When looking 
at the distribution of equity allocations (see Figure 2), one insurer in Peer Group 2 had a common stock allocation of 50%, most 
likely skewing the average higher.

Figure 2 - Case Study Peer Analysis: Equity Allocation Comparison

©2024 Conning, Inc. For illustrative purposes only, and does not reflect any investors’ actual portfolio.

The Target Company also has the highest allocation to Schedule BA and miscellaneous assets. This includes allocations to 
investments in private equity, hedge funds and other alternatives, derivatives, real estate, and others. (For segments of the 
market where these allocations are larger, we will often look at more detailed analyses into real estate exposures or alterna-
tives.) 

Comparing our Target Company’s asset allocation to that of its peers helps inform our asset allocation targets and 
constraints in our SAA work. Our asset allocation suggestion may differ based on how we interpret the comparison, one op-
tion being to maintain the current equity allocation or reallocating some of those funds to other areas, such as highly rated 
structured securities or commercial real estate, to further diversify the portfolio holdings. 

x=mean              (solid line)=median                  =middle 50% of data        = statistically reasonable range of data             =Peer Group 2 outlier

-     Asset allocation  
  
-     Bond sector distribution 
  
-     Credit quality and duration

-     Portfolio yield and total return

-     Underwriting

-       Profitability and balance sheet strength.

Peer groups can range from a single competitor to groups of companies with similar characteristics. We work with insurers to 
develop appropriate peer groups that can be comprised of insurers with different lines of business, by net written premium or 
some other criteria. We often will incorporate a composite or two of a broader slice of the industry such as the complete P&C or 
life industry and subsets such as workers’ compensation insurers.  
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While allocations are important, performance is key. Figure 3 showcases estimated net investment yield for our Target Com-
pany and comparison groups over a five-year time horizon. From this visual, we may infer that while our Target Company has 
a considerable portion of its portfolio allocated to market-valued assets, as noted in Figure 1, the estimated net investment 
yield has been underperforming versus both peer and composite groups during the past five years. However, the slope of the 
lines for each group from 2021 to 2022 indicates that the Target Company’s estimated net investment yield appears to be 
increasing at a faster rate than the other groups. 

Looking further into the Target Company’s and comparison groups’ investment metrics, we can analyze the investment aver-
ages, specifically investment return and return-on-equity (ROE) investments (see Figure 4).

Figure 3 - Case Study Peer Analysis: Estimated Net Investment Yield Comparison

Source: ©2024 Conning, Inc. For illustrative purposes only, and does not reflect any investors’ actual portfolio.

Figure 4 - Case Study Peer Analysis: Five-Year Investment Averages Comparison

©2024 Conning, Inc. For illustrative purposes only, and does not reflect any investors’ actual portfolio.
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Valuable Input for Investment Strategies 

As noted, a peer analysis does not provide specific instructions but rather provides insurers with valuable insights on how their 
portfolios stack up to peers and the industry. As always, insurers should develop investment strategies designed to meet their 
business needs and that fit within their risk tolerance. The value of the peer analysis, however, is the broad view of the potential 
opportunities that may add value to an insurer’s investment strategy. 

Conning’s peer analysis presents a comprehensive evaluation of a client’s portfolio in comparison to competitors across a 
litany of financial metrics. Insurance companies can either provide a list of peers using the form on our website or utilize Con-
ning’s insurance expertise to curate a suitable selection.  

Our analysis delivers insightful and significant findings to insurance companies as they contemplate future investment strate-
gies, empowering them with informed decision-making. Peer analysis is leveraged in our SAA process, giving us the capability 
to deliver customized investment strategies that address the unique objectives and risk tolerance of our clients.

As illustrated, the Target Company’s returns from investments over the previous five years were higher than those of 
the comparison groups. However, its ROE was negative. On the other hand, the other comparison groups all had lower 
investment returns but higher ROE metrics. This provides us the perspective that even though investment performance 
has helped with the Target Company’s performance it has not been enough to outweigh the drag of underwriting and financial 
performance.  

After discussing the peer analysis with the Target Company’s representatives and understanding their desire to decrease their 
current risk exposure, we suggested decreasing their allocation to market-valued assets and reallocating those funds to highly 
rated assets (A and above). More specifically, we recommended decreasing their allocation to cash short-term investments and 
common stock. We believed reallocating some of these funds into highly rated and higher-yielding structured securities would 
increase the Target Company’s portfolio duration, diversification and average bond rating. In this scenario, peer analysis would 
be used to support our comprehensive enterprise-driven recommendations for the company.

Reach Out to Conning for a Free Peer Analysis

Visit our website to learn more and request a free peer analysis by Conning’s Insurance Solutions team.

https://go.conning.com/Peer-Analysis-Site
https://go.conning.com/Peer-Analysis-Site
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Matt Reilly, CFA, is a Managing Director and Head of Conning’s Insurance Solutions group, responsi-
ble for the creation of investment strategies and solutions for insurance companies. He joined Con-
ning in 2015 and was a portfolio manager before assuming his current role in 2018. Prior to joining 
Conning, he was with New England Asset Management. Mr. Reilly earned a degree in economics from 
Colby College.

Lauren Forando is a Senior Analyst responsible for creating investment strategies and enterprise  
solutions for insurance companies. Before joining Conning in 2022, she worked for Capgemini as a 
Business Analyst and Salesforce Consultant. Ms. Forando earned a bachelor’s degree in psychology 
and data sciences from Smith College.

About Conning
Conning (www.conning.com) is a leading investment management firm with a long history of serving the insurance industry. 
Conning supports institutional investors, including insurers and pension plans, with investment solutions, risk modeling software, and 
industry research. Founded in 1912, Conning has investment centers in Asia, Europe and North America.

Legal Disclaimer

©2024 Conning, Inc. This document is copyrighted with all rights reserved. No part of this document may be distributed, reproduced, transcribed, transmitted, 
stored in an electronic retrieval system, or translated into any language in any form by any means without the prior written permission of Conning. Conning does 
not make any warranties, express or implied, in this document. In no event shall Conning be liable for damages of any kind arising out of the use of this docu-
ment or the information contained within it. This document is not intended to be complete, and we do not guarantee its accuracy. Any opinion expressed in this 
document is subject to change at any time without notice.

This document contains information that is confidential or proprietary to Conning (or their direct or indirect subsidiaries). By accepting this document you agree 
that: (1) if there is any pre-existing contract containing disclosure and use restrictions between your company and Conning, you and your company will use the 
information in this document in reliance on and subject to the terms of any such pre-existing contract; or (2) if there is no contractual relationship between you 
and your company and Conning, you and your company agree to protect the information in this document and not to reproduce, disclose or use the information 
in any way, except as may be required by law.

This document is for informational purposes only and should not be interpreted as an offer to sell, or a solicitation or recommendation of an offer to buy any 
security, product or service, or retain Conning for investment advisory services. The information in this document is not intended to be nor should it be used as 
investment advice.
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